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RESEARCH OVERVIEW
AIM:      
HOW:        
MAIN  
INSTRUMENT:  
RESULTS:  
 
Estimation of standard growth models augmented with 
the extent of specialization in tourism (expressed as the 
share of tourism receipts in total exports) using 
instrumental variables techniques for a cross-section of 
up to 127 countries over the period 1980-2002. 
Assessing the impact of tourism specialization on growth 
UNESCO World Heritage List
Robust positive relationship between tourism receipts (as 
a share of exports) and growth: an increase of one 
standard deviation in the share of tourism in exports 
leads to about 0.5 percentage point in additional annual 
growth.
UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE LIST
•   COVERAGE 
•   POLITICAL CLOUT 
•   CULTURAL VS NATURAL SITES
COVERAGE
POLITICAL CLOUT
Two calculations have been done to verify if political clout has any kind 
of influence in site inscription, since it would prejudice the reliability of 
the chosen instrument. 
The results demonstrate: 
FIRST CALCULATION: very low correlation between voting coincidence 
of G7 countries and the number of WH sites for each of them. 
    
SECOND CALCULATION: null correlation between voting coincidence 
excluding OECD countries and the number of WH sites.  
CULTURAL VS. NATURAL SITES
The existence of natural sites on the WHL could be linked to 
governments’ environment protection efforts and can have direct 
consequences on economy. Furthermore, they could have a direct 
effect on economy without running through tourism. Therefore, they 
will be excluded in robustness check evaluation. 
        DEPENDENT VARIABLE:  
                   Growth 
             INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  
   Tourism specialization
INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES:
Income (initial income)        Trade (infristex)
Education (average education)        Coastal (kilometers of coastal area)
Distance (distance to equator as 
geography could have a direct 
impact)
       Institution (engfrac) 
Kprice (price of capital goods 
relative to consumption goods)
Trade (sum of exports and imports 
divided by GDP in PPP constant)
Institution (average law and order 
index)
EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION
RESULTS
0.013 * 8 = 0.104 -> 10.4% 
10.4 / 22 = 0.5  
ROBUSTNESS CHECK
• Several versions of WHL (1997, 1992) 
• Only cultural sites (excluding natural sites) 
• Coastal area (and its interaction with the distance variable)  
• Different def. of GDP (from different datasets, GDP per worker)  
• Outliers (countries excluded because of size and education level)  
Results of these are all in line with the benchmark regressions, which 
means that the results are remarkably robust. 
CONCLUSIONS
IS TOURISM SPECIALIZATION A VIABLE STRATEGY FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH? 
Yes, it is. Additional annual growth of about 0.5% (ceteris paribus) is not to be 
ignored, being aware of opportunity cost and “Dutch disease”.  
However, a tourism-based strategy cannot “make the miracle”. A recording growth 
as the one of the “Asian miracles” is unlikely to achieve for most countries. 
